Poster presentation information

EASL will again offer both paper and electronic (ePosters) posters for presentation. Paper posters will be displayed from Thursday to Saturday and ePosters will be made available throughout the congress week via ePoster terminals and on the mobile app.

Poster submission process

The ILC 2020 poster provider is “Poster sessions online”, but for simplicity called poster provider in the charts and text below.

EASL prints your poster

Abstract notification date: 31 January 2020
Your abstract got accepted as a poster presentation

Poster upload start date
The poster provider sends email with upload instructions and poster templates

During poster submission period
You upload your poster template in the poster provider’s upload system

The poster provider has your poster in the system

From your submitted poster, the poster provider will both:

Print your poster as a paper poster & Transform it to an ePoster (available onsite & mobile app)

Paper poster changes: No changes allowed after submission deadline. Your poster is printed and shipped directly to the venue.

ePoster changes: You can make changes for your ePoster until the deadline stated in the email you will receive from the poster provider and resend it to the poster provider. After this date the ePoster platform will be closed.
You print your own poster

**Abstract notification date: 31 January 2020**
Your abstract got accepted as a poster presentation

**Poster upload start date**
The poster provider sends email with upload instructions and poster templates

**During poster submission period**
You upload your poster template in the poster provider’s upload system

**Self-printing**
You print your paper poster yourself and bring it to the congress before 9:00 am of the day of your presentation

**The poster provider has your poster in the system**
From your submitted poster, the poster provider will:
Transform it to an ePoster (available onsite & mobile app)

**ePoster changes:** You can make changes for your ePoster until the deadline stated in the email you will receive from the poster provider and resend it to the poster provider. After this date the ePoster platform will be closed.

**Poster submission template**
Once your research got accepted as a poster presentation you can use the template available on the ILC website.

Using your own template is allowed as long as they follow the poster presentation format rules below.

**Poster presentation format rules**
- Microsoft Powerpoint (ppt) is the ideal format
- The PDF format is also accepted
- Landscape format is mandatory
- Dimensions 140cm wide x 90cm high
- Font recommendations: Arial, Arial black, Calibri and regular text size no less than 28 for the body of the different sections
Tips:
- To check that information displays correctly on the final version, zoom into 100% and check all images, pictures, and graphs. It is better to use high-quality images and graphs when creating your poster.
- Provide clear labels and headings for each section of your presentation to avoid confusion.
- Don’t stretch the images manually or quality will be lost once zoomed in.

About the poster presentation session

All poster presenters will be attributed a 1-hour timeslot.

Poster presenters must attend their designated timeslot and stand by their paper poster to interact with delegates.

NEW

This year, one hour per day has been attributed in the scientific programme for posters only!

Poster presentation young investigator bursary

If you have been awarded a bursary for a poster presentation it is mandatory to sign in from 9:00 to 12:00 at the poster help desk to validate and confirm your bursary.

Take home your paper poster after your presentation

You will be able to pick-up your paper poster after your presentation. The pick-up days and hours will be available beginning 2020.